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NOMENCLATuRE 

A 

c Goriolis fore~ (N) 

c .. 
D. drag coefficient 

c ,, .. 
Da. form-drag coefficient for portion of iceberg exposed to the wind 

Cnw· form drag coefficient for portion of iceberg below :·sea level 

form drag coefficient 

C D(s kin) skin friction drag coefficient 

specific heat 

drag (N) 

F toyJing force (tow~r9pe pull).· (N) 

' ~ . . 
towing force under bol~ard condition~ _(N) . 

. . . 

G · gradie.nt curre~t forc~-(N) 

gradient current vector (m/s) 

dimensionless _torque c()efficient .· 
' ~. ' . ; 

d.i[Ilensionless thrust coefficient 

·L latent heat :of fusion (J /kg) ; 

Nu 
. ~ 

Nusselt number 

p power of t'he tugboa:t (W) .. 

Pr Prandtl number 

Q hea:t flow rate (J/s). 

R average rate of melting (m/s) 

Re · · . Reynolds number 

v 

d , propeller,qiameter (m). 

h . _av~r~g~· heclt tra~s_fer: ~oeffipi~nt- (J/s m2 K) 
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NOMENCLATURE (Cortt'd) 

. thermal conductivity · 

Von Karman's·constant 

relative free stream flow velocity (m/s} 

wind velocity (m/s) 

transit velocity (m/s) 

length of pertinent side of the iceberg (m) 

iceberg draft (m) 

iceberg freeboard (m) 

iceberg lep.gth (m) 
l ... 

ice~erg thickness, xt xr + xd·(m) 

Ice~erg width (Iil) 

'"'··I''"':.~·;·.:;, ·alsfarlde:' r~om···snbiv ·or 1Ef(surface·· me~·sufea'·n'6r~~d'fo i&~:'s\iFr~~~~{ili}~;:f:.~:-;..,~-~·.,:· rr~:·1~; c;;>··r~· .. ,;:·.: '~~:·'~(!'"' c~ 

surface roughness parameter (m) 

temperature difference between the .ice and water -(OC) 

dynamic viscosity (kg/m s') 

kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

density of shelf ice (850 kg/mJ) 

density. of sea water (1030 kg/m 3
) 

air stress (N) 

water stress .(N) 

·latitude 

angular velocity ofthe earth 
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR SI UNITs· 
i., -· 

Much ofthe literature on which this paper is based is expressed in English 
engineering units, such as gallons and horsepower. The following_ tabl~ i~ . 

. t.o facilitate eompa~ison_with this literature. __ ,,;~;~<:~.-~_,::',, ·: .. · "· 
Area 

Cost 

Density 

Dynamic viscosity .. 

Force 

Heat transfer coefficie~t 

Latent heat of fusion 

Length 

Power 

1 km 2 

1 km2 

1 mil 

1 dollar I m 3 of water 

l kg/m 1 

1 m2/s 

1N 

l J/s m2 K 

1 J/kg 

1m 

1 km 

lW 

Speed .:--; ... ·, ·,.,..~,"t,m.Js.-., .... , .. · .. :. 

Volume 1 m3 (liquid) 

1 ni1 (liquid) 

24'7.1 acr.es . 

0.386 square statute miles 

$0.001 (U.S.) 

3.7878 dollars/1000 gallons (U.S.) 

6.243 X 10;_2 lb/ft1 

l04 stok~s. 

0._224_8 lb (force) 

0.1761 Btu/h ft 2 °F 

. ·. :-: .4.299•. x 10-4 Btu/lb 

3.281 ft. 

0.540 nautical miles. 

1.341 x 10-3 horsepower 

· 1. 944 knot's (nautical mph) 

26~lgallo,ns (U.S.) 

8.11 X 10-4 acre-feet 
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· The thesis of this paper -~ tha~ icebergs can .be towed to locations remote from the. polar re
gions and used there as sources of fresh water - is an intriguing idea which is not new. It may. · 
date from the winter of1S53-54, .when a ship supplying San Francisco with-Alaskan lake ice was· 
forced, by the lack of satisfactory lake ice at Sitka, to load- glacier ice from the Baird Glacier north 
of Petersburg (Keithahn 1967). The :direct towing of icebergs is merely an expansion pf this opera• 
tion; and indeed, between 1890 and 1.900, small icebergs were both towed by snip-and· sailed from· · · 
Laguna San Rafael, Chile (- 45°S),to Valparaiso and· even to Callao, .. Peru(- 12?S), a distance of . 
3900 kril(Hoerning 1956). · 

A~ far as we are aware,· a critical appra~sal of this ·idea has mwer been published. Recent 
interest in. the problem·i{as been stimulated by the' increash1g need for inexpensive fresh water·'· 
throughout' the world and by a~ unpublished study of Isaacs (Burt 1965a and b, Engel and others: 
1961), which concluded .that such an idea .was feasible. Other interesting but less sedous pro~ 
posals dealing with this general problem have been advanced by Novick (1966) and Kraft -(l9S6 ). 

:!·~;. '::Th~ __ .proble~' c~ir~be -'ciiv~detl Into tour' m~~ \parts':.· a)-_iocat)ng-'~{ suita~ie. supply of icebergs·, :, 
'tiY ddhu1ating: u1~J pow'ef"'t~q~itMrtie·fit1Therie~'saty: t'6 'tt~~si)drt. i&e ic~he'rgs· '·ih' ·aj&'ahori where rresh 
water is ·needed, c) calculating the amount of ice that will be melted in transit, and d) estimating 
the overall economic feasibility of the venture. This paper. is a preliminary lobk at each of these 
asp~cts of the problem. · 

To evaluate the feasibility of utilizing icebe.rgs as ~ fresh water source., one must· first locate 
a suitable supply of large, tabular icebergs. The tabular shapes would effectively reduce the 
hazards associated with the icebergs rolling. To be able to select an iceberg of given dimensions, 
a location must be found that consistently prod~ces tabular icebergs with a wide variety of sizes 
and shapes. In _the Arctic, the only source of tabular icebergs is the Ellesmere Ice Shelf. Un
fortunately, iceberg production 'there is erratic and the icebergs normally remafn in the Beaufort 
Sea Gyre and do not exit. into the Greenland Sea where they could be towed. 

In the Southern Hemisphere the major sources of tabular icebergs are the large ice shelves 
that fringe the Antarctic continent. Prime sites are the Amery Ice Shelf, whichcould supply ice
bergs to Australia, arid the Ross Ice Shelf .. which could supply icebergs to arid ateas along the 
west coast of South America. Another· possibility i~ th~ Filchner Ice Shelf although fre.quent heavy· 
concentr~tions of pack ice in the Weddell Sea would severely limit its use even in 1ate summer 
(Heap 1985). The icebergs produced by the Filchner Ice Shelf could be transported to the Namib 
desert area on the southwest coast of Africa. 
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We are aware of no data which suggest that the icebergs produced by one Antarctic ice shelf · 
have more desirable characteristics than those produced by another. There will, of course, be 
large local·v ariations in the rate of iceberg production along a given shelf, depending upon the 
relative activity of the ice in that particular area.· A sampling of the size distributions of Antarcti'c 
icebergs is shown in Figure 1 (Gordienko 1960). The observatiOf1S on which tl:1is figure is based 
were made off. the c·oast of East Antarctica il)· th~ vicinity of the 'Amery Ice ShelL. Although the 
mean iceberg length noted was only 1100 m, icebergs with lengths up to 21 km were sighted and do 
not appear to be uncommon. The largest Antarctic iceberg on record was 170 km long. Iceberg 
heights between 30 and-50 m are particularly common .C~·:iarazov 1962), ,indicating total ice thick
nesses between 170 and 280 m. These thicknesses are in good agreement with actual ice thick
nesses measured near the edge of the Amery Ice Shelf (Budd and others 1967). 

As one approaches ·the edge of an ice shelf from the open ocean, the average spacing between 
the icebergs decreases (Gordienko 1960), making it easier to locate. suitable icebergs~ -However, 
plots of iceberg .sightings .by ships (Nazarov 1962} show that in the past many iceb~rgs ·have been - · 
sighted north- of 50°S. Ideally, on~ shm~ld look for an optimum combination of iceberg ·size, s'haP.·e
and location. .The selection problem should be furth~r simplified in the next Jew years by the: avail
ability of greatly improved imagery from polar.orbiting satellites. In the new ERTS satellite· 
imagery, iceperg dimensions as :;;mail as 100 m~-are identifiable. This information'should make it· 
possible to guide ·towing vessels dtrectly to areas where a maximum number of suitable icebergs 
are located. An example of tracking two very large icebergs (45 x 100 and 70. x 100 kin) from 
the Amery Ice Shelf to the Weddell Sea using currently ,available ESSA-3 satellite .photographs is-. 
given by_ Sw1t.hinbank (1969) .. In short, the ~cebergs am. there_; the problem is o.nly -~n arranging suit
able trans-pot·tation. 

. . - . . ' ' 

In the.following discussion we will take 250 m as a. represe·ntative in1t1al thickness for the 
tabi1lar icebergs produced by calving frqm the Antarctic ice-.shelves (Swithinbank 1965) and 850 

~,_kg/fllr a~_.:.':lf},~ay,ri;age -d,en_sity JQ9yt ~~~p).' Wit~_.r_his. ic,e den~.i.ty, 8_2.-J??c··· p.r _ro.~~h!~·-'5{!.-of the ice-
.. · berg-·_(200· m) is be~o~ ~e_a Ievef.'' _ . . ,' · · · · -

xt, Height of Iceberg above Water, m 
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Figure ·1. · lceberg lengths an'd heights' above water ve~sus proba
.. · bilit};·Of o·i:currence 'b·ased on ':observations off .the'cq.astof East 

· . ··,Antarctica· (Gordienko 1960)~· ' 
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TOWING. 

In estimating the requirements for towing an iceberg it is useful to calculate the approximate 
Reynolds {Re) and Froude numbers that will apply to the towing situatjon. )f the iceberg has an 
initial draft of 200m and moves at 0.25 m/s (<:: 0.5 knot), the Reynolds number is 2.8 x 10' for a 
reasonable choice of the·. kinematic viscosity. Therefor~, the Reynolds number for towed icebergs . 
is well past the transition zone which occurs in the neighborhood of 3 x 10'. i~ -plots of the drag 
coefficient C 

0 
versus the Re-ynolds number. _This indicates that the flow in the vicinity of an ice-. 

berg can always be taken as fully turbulent. ·For these same conditions the Froude number is <:: to-•, 
·indicating that the wave drag is negligible: 

A simple way to estimate the force required to tow an iceberg is-to calculate the ·total ~rag at 
a given velocity. The total drag is the sum of 'the form drag and the skin friction drag. The rela
tion is 

D (1) 

where 

D drag (newtons) 

Pw density of the sea water (1030 kg/m 3
) 

C0 (}rag coefficient 

v free stream velocity (m/s). 

In calculating the form drag, the frontal area of the body is taken as A; fGr the skin friction drag, 
A is the area of the iceberg

1 
sides (wett~_~). ~11-cJ}Jqt~om. One must then .. choose the mo~t relevan~ 

values of the respective drag coefficients. The shape of a tabular iceberg is hardly desirable if 
o~e wishes to minimize D; therefore, it is difficult to find experimental observations which· are per: 
tinent. However; the plots of the form drag coefficient CD(form) versus the shape of a number of 
blunt objects (Hoerner .1965, Chap. 3, Fig. 20-23; Chap. 10, Fig. 4; and Chap; 11, Fig. 4 and 5) 
,indicate that 0. 9 should be a good first choice. It should also be noted that the rounding-off of the 
edges of the iceberg by_ m~lting rapidly -reduces C D(form) to roughly 0.4. Similar. conclusions have 
been reached by Budinger (1960) who suggests that- for iceb~rgs 0.2 s_ ·Co(rorm) s_ 1.0. Thus, we . 
will use CD(form) = 0. 9 in calculating the size of the iceberg that can initially be towed by a 
given tug and C D.(rorrn) = 0.6 for the average value in transit. To calculate th~ skin friction drag 
coefficient C 0 (s kin)'we will use the relation · 

1 
3.46 log 10 · Re - 5.6 (2) 

yCD(skin) 

Equation 2 approximates th~ Schoenherr equation to within ± 2% (Hoerner 1965). 

Figure 2· shows the drag or towing resistance as a function of relative towing velocity for ice
bergs that are square in plan view and have a draft of 200m. 'The total drag is indicated by the, 
solid lines, and the flat plate drag by the dashed lines. The square iceberg is the least desirable 
shape as far as the total drag_ is concerned.· The tow rope pull, or towing force F, required to move 
such icebergs at appreciable speeds is very high. We can, of course, lower the total drag by 
choosing a more "ship-shape'' iceberg. Assuming that the general plan view for tabular Antarctic 
icebergs will be roughly rectangu1ar, Figure 3 shows the decrease ·in the total drag for a tabular 
iceberg .(draft 200m) with a plan area of 1 km 2 as the length/width ratio changes from 1 to tO. The ' 
advantage of choosing an iceberg with a large length/width ratio is apparent. Such a choice is, 
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Figute -2. · Orag of square ic;ebergs of diffeien t 
sizes as a· function ol relative tow{ng velocity.: 

• . ~ . . •• . . . r - - > ' ' 

The iceberg dralt ·is assum-ed io be 200 in. The 
dimensions given on the figure are for the 
sides· of the. squares .. The total drag is indi~ 
cated_by the· solid lines_ and the skin friction'· 
drag by the dashed lines.· The forin drag co-

efficient is assumed to be 0.9 •. 

·Z 
. c; . 
~ 
0 

10~~7-~~~L-~-L~~~ 
4 6 10 
Length/Width 

Figu·re 3. Drag ·of a reetaiigulat iceberg at sev
eral, different relative to;,ving vklocities as a 
function of the length/width ratio' of the iceberg. 
The total drag is indicated b·y the solid lines 

_and the skinJ friction drag by the dashed lines.·. 
·the form dr~g coeffiCient is tak~n. as 0.9 and ·. 

·the plan area as. 1 km 2• · 

however, not completely arbitrary because we are limited by the available natural iceberg shapes. 
Observations by Nazarov (1962) on the lengths and widths of a large number .of ,Antarct~ic icebergs 
indicate that length/width ratios of 4 a~e the highest that may be expected to occur frequently. 
Figure 4 gives the drag at different velocities for icebergs with this length/width ratio, a draft of 
200m, and assumed CD(form) values of 0.9 and 0.6.' In an the iceberg shapes considered in this 
paper, the form drag is appreciably larger than the skin-friction drag. This is in contrast to con-:
ventional huil forms like those found on large tankers where skin-friction drag is 70 .to 80% of the 
total drag. This suggests~ that it could 'be advantage6us tosoinehowshape icebergs ·for towing. 
Considering that the icebergs are ?50 m thick :this woul~, hbwevet·, be a -formidable task.and will 

· not be considered in "the present paper; 

When a tug starts towing an iceberg,_ th~ tug amfth~ iceberg accelerate, causing the drag· o{ 
the iceberg to increase .. The steady~ stat~ towing speed ::oc~urs ·at thafvelocity; at which ·tb'e to'.\7ing .. 
force F of the ttig 'equ'alsthe dtag of the iceberg. If we kno,wthe· F' that c·an be exerted by a g}ve·n 
tug, we can then determine from Figure 4a the initiaLsteady=-state veiocities' possible for iceb~rgs 
of different sizes. Because drag is proportional·to v~ .. there'·j~:-a-·great adv~ntage, ~s far·as· the · ·
power requirements are conce'rned, in towing as slowly a~ possible.: On the ·other ·hand, e:nough · 

j ~ :· - ' 
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power must be available to maneuver the iceberg under adverse conditions. It should also be 1kept 
in mind· thai along both the Australian and Atacama routes the winds and currents are very favor
able. We estimate that a towing force sufficie_~t to achieve an initial steady-state towing velocity 

_of .0.5 m/s (,., 1 knot) would be adequate and that even a force sufficient-to produce a velocity of 
0.25 m/s should .suffice .. Examination of the surface current. velocity charts in the Russian Ant
arctic Atl~s- .(8akayev 1966) .sho~s. that near the Antarctic continent velocities do· not exceed 0·.25 
m/s and, at worst, the dire~tion of these currents is oriented at. right .angles to thetowing direc:.. . 

· tion. Maneuvering of the iceberg would only be necessary just prior to the final docking at the 
delivery point. By. this time in~transit melting of the iceberg will have sufficiently reduced its· 
size so that much higher velocities can be obtained .. 

. . Now that w~ have an- estimate of the relationship. between iceberg size, towing speed, and 
;towi~g_force~F, the requir~d ,power P of the tug can be calculated if we know the FIP ratio. Esti'- · 
mates. of tris ratio available in the literature. vary widely (f\rgyriadis 1957): The estimates· used 
i(l t~e pre_sent paper will be_ qased on a relation. developed by Kim on (1957) for the bollard· pull 
c·on~~tion: . 

(3) 
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where F B, the towing force- unde~ bollard conditions, is in newtons; d, the propeller diameter, is in 
meters; and power (equivalent to shaft horsepower) is in watts. The parameters Kt and K q are t~e 
dimensionless thrust and torque coefficients. For propellers designed, for towing, the ratio K /K ~ 
has a value of approximately 3.0'at zero speed of advance. Equation 3 also shows that the greater 
the po~er, the less the towing force per unit power. 

We will consider two towing cases: one using a large tug of a size that i-s currently in opera
tion, and a second using a hypothetical super-tug. One of the' largest operational tugs is the 
Oceanic with a total power of 1.3 X 107 w on two screws. The stated bollard pull of this vessel 
is 1.3 x 10' N. At a velocity of 0.5 m/s, the Oceanic c.ould only tow an.iceberg with a widthof· 
55 m and a length 'of 220m (assuming the ice thickness is 250m, this is 3.03 x 10~ m3 of ice). 
An iceberg with such a width/thickness ratio would not be stable against rolling. However, at an' 
initial velocity of 0.25 m/s, an iceberg with a width of 230m and a length of 920 m (5.29 x 107 mJ 
of ice) could be towed. If we were able to deliver this ice without significant losses and if we 
estimate the value ·of the water from the current estimated production costs of large desalination 
plants that are being proposed, this iceberg is worth $8.6 million ($0.19/m 3 of water; Office of 
Saline Water 1972}. · 

Next consider a hypothetical super-tug with a power plant similar to power plants contemplated 
for large icebreaking tankers. Assume three propellers with diameters of 11 m and 5.2 x 107 W 
on each shaft, for a total of 1.56 x 108 W. Using eq 3, the thrust ofeach propeller is calculated 
as 6.15 x 10' N giving a total of 1.85 x 107 N for the tug. At 0.5 m/s, the super-tug could tow 
an iceberg with a width of 750 m and a length of 3000 m. At 0:25 m/s, the iceberg width would be 
2.8 km and the length 11.2 km. ~hese icebergs contain 5-:6 x 108 m3 and 7.8 x 10" ml ofice, 
respectively, corresponding to 4.8 x 108 m3 and 6.6 x 10' m3 of water. Again assuming a value 

. of $0.19/m 3
, th.ese icebergs would be worth $91 and $1254 million if they could be delivered with 

no losses. 

We now have a favorable an·swer'to the· second of'"our ·questions: it is within the capability of 
current marine -technolog'y'to huild tugboats "abl~ to tow iceb'ergs that are both extremely large and 
economically interesting. For example, the nuclear aircr-aft carrier Enterprise has 50% more power 
than the hypothetical tug we discu$sed. 

-MELTING IN TRANSIT 

In the transits that will be examinee}, great circle distances vary between 5500 and .7800 km. 
~here fore, even if sufficient power were (l,Vailable to transport an iceberg at an average of 2.57 m/s 
(5 knots), the transit times would range from 24: to 35 d;J.ys. At a more realistic average speed of 
0.5 m/s (1 knot), times of 127 to 180 days .would be required. Also, since surface water tempera
tures at the nor.thern ends of the transits;exceed +15°C, and temperatures during more than half of 
the Jransits are in excess of +15°C, melting is clearly a major problem. 

A detailed analysis of the melting of an iceberg is quite involved and has be·en discuss_ed by 
Kollmeyer (1966). He calculated that the amount of heat contributed by radiation can be considered 
negligible, because, it is onl~ roughly 1/500 of the amount of heat transferred by convection and 
conduction. He also attempted to calculate deterioration times by evaluating two constants charac
teristic of the heat transfer from the water and the air to the iceberg. Unfortunately,_ a~ adequate 
evaluation of these constants proved impossible with the available data. The problem considered 
,by Kollmeyer is made additionally difficult by the fact tha.t during normal iceberg drift the differen
tial velocity between the ice and the water is both s'mall and poorly known. The local water tur
bulence caused by the rolling of the iceberg is also an important faCtor. This turbulence would 
vary with the sea state and the overall stabi_lity of the iceberg. In the problem discussed in the 
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pres·erit paper, fhe icebetg. is propelled through the water at a significant velocity and these problems 
I ' are avoided .. Also;, the icebergs:we will discuss have simple shapes compared with the -North 

Atlantic i.cebergs treated· by Kollmeyer; · 

... B~cause o( ·the ~e~y iargejceberg!S under. consideration,· the heat exchange on the iceberg 
sid~s w~li be approximated ,by c~cu~ating·'·the average heat transfer coefficient n forthe fully tur
bulent'.fiow or' fluid over a flat piate (Eckert and Drake 1959). The relation is 
,·. ·. .·.. '.··· ·. . :. 

'· - '. ' . . . ,' 1 .. 

· .. Nu '·= ·0:037 (Re)0
!
8 (Pr)~ . ·,; (4) 

.. Here'Nu ·. the ave'rage Nusselt number~ is given by Nu n xlk' where X is the length of the side 
of the iceberg (tot~l drstance from' the leading edge) and k is the ·thermal conductivity of sea water. 
The Reynolds number Re = v xlv, where vis the free stream relative velocity .and v .is the kine
matic ~isco~ity. T.he ~rand~( number Pr .Is .given by Pr = CP 11/ k, where ~Pis· the .spe~ific heat 

. and 111s the dynamic VIscosity_. In evaluatmg eq 4 we have used the followmg values of these 
parameters (Fofonoff 1962): k ~ 0.563 J/s'm K; v ,;,; 1.826 x 10-' m2/s .and ·Pr = 13.1. For 

. our purposes k, v, Cpand 11 can~ considered as effectively~constanL Therefore; eq 4 can be ex-
pressed as · · · . · . 

· 11 = .19_ 14·(_ro·.s)· · 
. ·x0.2 

(5) 

wl)ere h, v and x are given .. in. J/s m2 K, m/s, and m respectively.· The heat flow rate Q for a giyen · 
face of the submerged ·portion of the iceberg is then given by -. 

Q ·Ti A.6. T 

where A is the are~: of the face ··and ~T ·is the temperature difference between the 'ice and the water. 
The -rate of melting R of this face is 

R 
Q 

.. A L Pi 
{7) 

where L is the latent he_at of fusion of ice (3.34 X 101 J/kg) and Pi is the average density of the 
ice (850 kg/m'). Therefore~ R can be expressed as ·. . . . 

R 6.74 X 10"""'6 (8) 

where R is g~ven in m/s. We will consider that the iceberg is completely immersed in the water · 
except -for its upper surface and that the upper surface experiences no ablation. While this is un
doubtedly crude, it should nevertheless give a 'reasonable approximation to reality. In actuality, 
undercutting of the submerged portion of the iceberg will cause the above-water ·portion to calve. 
Figure 5. shows the variation in R with changes in v and x for an iceberg being towed through 
water with a ~T ·value of +1.0°C. · · 
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Figure 5. Variation-in the average rate of melt- ,_. 
ing R of a face of an iceberg with changes in the 
free stream rei ative velocity v and the length of 
the-side of the iceberg (x1). A temperature dif
ference of 1._0°C between the ice and the water 

.is assumed. 

.... · .. 

To obtain a general feel for the importance 
of melting, we will first GOnsJder a. greatly 
simplified situation: towing at a constant 
velocity- along a great Gircle · r.oute with the · 
ve~ocities of both th~ wind and the sea water 
equal' to zero.·. Water temperatures along the 
differ,e.nt.tr_ansit r~utes· were e~stimilted fromthe 
20.:.m' temperature data available J.ri Gordon and 
Goldberg (1970) and the -surface temperature 
data in Sverdrup, Johnson- and Fleming (1946) 
by assuming that the water ~s n()t thermally 
stratified over the depth of the iceberg. Austral 
summer temperatures. were useci in the calcu
lations. We have not c~nsidered the fact that 
the initia(average temperatur~of an ·ic~berg · 
near the edge ofthe ice shelf is close to -10°C 
(Sw.ithinbank 1965). Also, because a constant 
velocity is assume~ f~r .. the .whole·t~ansit, the · 
'tim~-necessary to move through the_warm. wat~r 
north of the Antarctic convergence is over
estimated, and the t}me _spent in the. cold water 
south of the qonyergence ·is underestimated. 
The result should be an overestimation of the 
tota~_ amount of melting. 

Figure -6 shows the ·total_ave.rage:amount ; 
of ablation on a 1~km-long (atpick-up) sub
merged face of an iceberg as a function of the __ 
relative towing velocity. Curve a represents 
the transit between the Amery .Ice Shelf and 
nort~wes~ Australia, and curve b that between 
the Ross Ice Shelf and the Atacama Deser(. 
Only at relative velocities of less than 1 nils 
are there pronounced)ncreases in the amount 
of ablation. Note also that the total amount of 

_ ablation only doubles as the transit time vari,es 
by a factor of 40 (in the case of the shorter Amery-Australia transit from a total of 15.6 days to 
625 days). TJ;lis results from the fact that the power of v in eq 8 is ·close to 1: if v ~~tered eq 8 
as a linea~ term, the total amount of aqlation during the tram:;it would be.independent of trarisit 
time. The effect of variations in the l~teral dimensions of the iceberg on the amount of ablation 
for the Amery-Australia traverse is sh6wn in Figure 7 assuming that v = 0.5 m/s. There is a pro
nounced increase in the total amount df melting only if the initial hmgth of the side of the iceberg 
is less than ::::: 1 km (if ihe initial d1~knsions of the iceberg ,are such that the final dimensions of 
the iceberg are quite ~mall). An examination of the .previous calculations ~uggests that in-transit 
_melting losses _will q~ ~~rge:and.~~ytie ex~essiv~.for small· icebergs .. · For·-_~xall.ple ~~ q5 .x 200 
· · x: 2_50-IIl.-ic~ berg_ that -c,ouJd, be ~tarted ;bYJhe Jug -Qcean ic .at 0: 5 __ m( s ;wo~l~ ·dearly melt_ compl~tely 

in transit .. If, ·however, ~-l~rge enqugh, iceberg:coulq be tow~d. large volumes· of io~;cou~d ~till b~ 
· delivered_, ev(m considering. the _meltin·g losses. _ -·_, .. -
. ... . , . - '·. :, -· .... ·. · ... •. . .·. .. . -· .... , .. "I . - . _., : 
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F,igure 6. Tot~l average· amou~t of ablation on a subme·rged_ face of ~n iceberg . · 
'as a function of the relative towing velocity. V Which 'i'S tJere a~surried to be . 
' constant over the complete transit. ·cuives' a and'/) represent the great cirCle 
routes for the Amery Ice Shelf- Austra.Jia tran~it and the Ross Ice Shelf
Atacama Desert transit respectively. The ocean is ·assumed to 'be motionless 

and the initial. lateral dimension of the-iceberg is taken as 1000 ni. · 
' ' 
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Figure 7. Tota.J.averag'tramountof ablation for the Amery-Australia traverse 
as a .function of the initial lateral dim.ensions of the iceberg face xl.. It is 
. assumed that v = ,0.5 mls and that the ocean is motionless • . •,.. .·. . .· 
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TRAJECTORIES, TOWING·.TIMES, AND ICE DELIVERED 

The previous discussion of melting along great circ:le routes is, of course, not realistic. Al
though the great circle distances for the Amery-Australia and the Ross-Atacama transits are the 
shortest, they are not the easiest because of the 'Yinds and currents along the routes. In addition, 
as the iceberg moves north, the decrease in size caused by melting will permit higher towing 
velocities. To properly estimate towing time~.and the amount ofice that_can b'e delivered, it is 
necessary to consider all these factors simultaneously·. TQe basic steady-state equation which 
applies is 

(9) 

where F is the t_owing force, r a the air stress, r w the water stress (drag), C the Coriolis force, and 
G the gradient current force. This equation must be solved simultaneously with the melt equation 
(eq 8) to find the optimum towing path and towing force for each iceberg of a given size and shape. 
In order to solve this difficult system of equations, several assumptions are- made. The first of 
these is that the towing.force remains constant. This is a reasonable approximation as long as the 

' velocity change along the route is small, .as will be seen to be the case. Second, it is assumed 
that it is meaningful to use the mean wind velocity and gradient current fields of the Antarctic seas 
given by the· u.s. ·weath~·r B~reau Antarctic Summary ·and the Rus•siah Antar~tic Atlas· (i.e. the 
equations are solved only for seasori~l mean 'fields iliid not for short-~term phenoinf:m~· such as in-
dividual cyclones). ' · . · · . · · - · · · · 

.. ' . 

Wind velocity vect.ors· were .plotted for a wide variety of possible -routes between given col
lection and delivery.·sites. It· was then assumed that .along the route the. wind stress plus t'he towing 
force was equal to_the drag or water stress. As was discussed earlier both the r a and the r w terms 
.have a form drag as well as a skin drag term. If th~ iceberg has dimensions of xw =:= width, 
x 1 = length, Xr = freeboard, xd = draft and xt ·,; xr + xd = thickness, it is assumed that the~ 
form drag component of r a and r w will act on the smallest face of the iceberg, that i~ on x w x r and 
xdxw respectively since xw -s_ Xt. The skin drag term of ra and rw acts both on lateral faces and 
on the top arid bottom faces (skin air stress acts on xwxt + 2 xr~ 9. and skin water stress acts on 
xw Xi, + xd xi). Considering eq 1 and 2 and assuming that a Prandtl ~ogarithmic boundary layer " 
exists on the top and lateral freeboard sides of the icebetg, we can write the equation "w = F + r a 
as follows : · 

F + % Pa xwxrCDa v; + 

:··.· ... 
+ (~~X v ,2 Xr~~ p~ i(log, z_:dz~r2 ~; (10) 

; . '· 

- where p a- and Pw ~re -ttie' ;ir ·.and ~ater. den~:{tf~~-.- C oa''arid Cow-~~~ .the rcii'~ drag coefficients for 
air and water, v is the iceberg velocity relative to that of the surface water, v a is the wind velocity, 
z is the height of the wind velocity measurement, z0 is the surface roughness, K 0 is the von Kar
~an's constant, and vis the dynamic eddy-viscosity. Equation 10 must be solved simultaneously 
with eq 8 to estimate melting and to calculate v along each route. At each point the gradient cur
rent is known, and the velocity of the iceberg relative to the earth's coordinate system, which we 
will refer to as the transit velocity vt, is given by the vector sum 
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(11) 

where G c is· the gradi_ent current vector. The Coriolis force at each point along each route is then 
given by · · · 

(12) 

where ~ is the anguiar veloci~y: of the earth, ¢ is the .latitude, and p1 is the density of the ice. 

A field of v t was comp~ted for each iceberg cnbi<:~ and route area by" graphically including the 
Coriolis and gradient current forces.· At an array o(po"ints adjacent to and along possible optimum 
towing routes, the direction of the towing- force F was varied so that the vector sum of eq 9 pro
vided the greatest v t ln the"desired direction. T~en the optimum transit route was chosen by trying 
.successive solutions' to a string 0~ _v t- solutions such that 

L ... 

J vt dL - maximum .. 
0 

(13) 

Although this is a difficult opetatio~. the f~ct that the g~adient current and wind vectors are 
almost coline::t,r and do not vary greatly along the optimum towing paths greatly simplifies the pro
cess. The reason we performed this combined numerical and g-raphical solution to eq 8-13 rather 
than attempt a full numerical solution ~s that ·_su<;h a solution would have been both laborious and 
costly. It also wpuld not h:tve resulte(} _in a sig_nificantly improved analy~Jls considering the limited 
data available on both the Winds· ahd currents of the Southern Ocea:n and on the change in the form 
drag coefficient of the iceberg as towing and melting progress. However, as better data become· · 
available, we plan to make a time-dependen_t study of the full vector eqUations. Indeed, we feel 
that such calculations are essential befm:e field _towing tests are- initiated. 

Equations 8-13 were then solved for a variety of iceberg sizes, assuming a constant initial 
. ice thic'kness of 250 m ~nd a ie~gth/width ratio of 4. The optimum paths for the Amery-Australia· 
and the Ross-Atacama routes lie in two well-defined envelopes shown in Figure 8. Representative 
distances are 6940 km and 8990 km respectively as compared with distances ·or 5550 km and 7770 
km by the great circle routes. The following value~ were_used (or the ·co,nstant terms: C Dw = 

C0 a = 0.6, Pw = 1030 kg/m1
, Pi = 85_0 kg/m',,z = 10m, z0 -~2.0 x 10_. m, v - 1.826 x 10_. m2/s 

and Ko ~ 0.4. In Fig~re 9, the variations iri the volume of the iceberg, the transit velocity along 
the route and the ice thickness are plotted against the distance along the towing route for the Amery
Australia and -the Ross-Atac·ama transits for a towing forceof.l8.4 .· x '10' N. The values shown 
are for an iceberg whose:initialdimensions were 28QO · x 11 .~00 · x 2~0 m. As expected, the 
melting during transit causes a significant loss of ice. · (The fi~al dimensions of the icebergs are 
2703 x 11,072 x 202 a~d 2675 x 11,034 x~.:i87 ·ill respectively.) This melting, in turn, causes 
a reduction in the drag· a~ong:the,'·r6ute .-arid an-assoCiated g~rieral increas'e, in Uu~ towing velocity. 
The fact that·the h-ig.hest tr!lnsit ~~l~dtiel:)~.(fcf not {iqclir at,t·he e~d or' th~: tow'lng p¢riod is caused 
by high winds and gradient currertts .dtiri.ngthe;':rriiddh~ :pqrtion of :the. trahsit:: 'Figure 10 shows the 
volume of ice delivered ·as a·fl.iriction of the· init:ial"iceberg width. Th~:widths.'of.-the' ''ice delivered" 
curves show the variation inthe.-'ice·~~liv·ered .. a·s t~e towing.'f()~ck:: .. ch~nges f~om 1.3 x 10' to 
18.4 x 10' N.- Also; as anticipated earlier, major changes in the _towing capability of the tug make 
only minor changes in the amount of ice delivered. In Figure 11, the amount of ice delivered is 
expressed as a percentage of~ the initial volume at time of pick-up. Again, as anticipated by 
Figures 5 and 7·, the importance of melting in reducing the volume of icebergs whose initial dimen
sions are less than 1 km is clearly shown. 
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Figure 8. Optimum towing paths between the Amery Ice Shelf and Australi~ 

and the 'Ross Ice Shelf and the Atacama Desert. 
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Figure 9 • . Changes in icebe~f volume V, ~ceberg .thicknessx t and transit 
_ velo.city vt as a function_ of distance .traveled along the towin1 routes be
tween the Amery Ice Shelf and .Australia and the Ross Ice Shell and the 
Atacama Desert. The initia:l iceberg dimension~ are 2800 x 11,200 x 

· ) 250m an·d th~ towing. for~e is '18. 4 x 10' N.--
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Figure 11. Amount ·of ice delivered express
ed as a percentage of the initial volume: o{ 
ice at the time' 6[ pick-:UP versus the in1tial 
iceberg ";tdth~ The ·initial length -and thick
ness are tak~n to be ( 4x width) and 250 m 
respectively. Envelope width denotes vari
ations cau_sed by different towing forces. 

Although changes in the towing force do ~ot make large differences in the volume of ice de
livered, they do make large changes in the transit times and, th_er~fore, in the delivery rates. Fig
ures 12 and 13 show transit times as a function-,of .initial iceberg width and towing force while 
Figure 1.4 shows the ice delivery rate (assuming continuous ship operation) measured in cubic kiio
meters per year as a function of the same tvio ·parameters. The teader will note that for the case of 
the smallest towing force (1.3 x 10' N), both Figures 1'2 and 13 show that for initial iceberg widths 
above a critical width, 2.7 km for the Amery-Australia route and 1.7 km for the. Ross-Atacamaroute, 
the transit times decrease for iQebe'rgs of increasing width. This is so because the form and skin 
air stresses acting on the iceberg increase as its width i_ncreases and when a certain critical width 
is reached relative to the towing force, F is no longer the predominant driving force as it is for small 
iceberg widths. 

As expected, the delivery rate is appreciably higher on the Aus.tralian traverse than on the 
Atacama traverse. In both cases; however, the, yolume·-of.ice that can be delivered each year is 
impressively large. in the tens or_ cubic kilometers-.. A large delivery. rate ·does not. however. 
necessarily mean an economically interesting delivery ·rate. The final question· that remains is 
whether or not such a towing operation is economically attractive. 

In concluding this section, we would lik~ to stre.ss that w_e 'reel_ that our ana1ys,is of the towing 
p'roblem is a 'very crude first' ~pproximation at ·a: quantitative anaiysis c>r' a geophysically difficult 
problem. In particular, it can be argued that the use of seasonally averaged maps of Antarctic 
winds and ocean. surface currents, produced as they. were from an admitted scarcity of data. will 
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give results that would not hold for the actual case of-iceberg drift under the influence of short 
time scale events, i.e. when a passing cyclone causes icebergs to drift in loops and other irregular 
trajectories. This may be .. Howevt:r. ·since no wind or current data exist for other than the sea~. 

· sonal case, an initial analysis of iceberg towing can only be made in some framework such as we 
~ave suggested. In addition, since such major parameters as suitable drag coefficients are at . 
present only informed guesses, it would seem reasonable to acquire greatly improved data on these 
parameters before attempting a detailed small-time scale analysis of iceberg towing. Later in this 
paper more will be· said about studies necessary to irriprove·the towin.g calculations. 

~CONOMICS 

An adequate economic analysis of "icebergs as a fresh water source" is difficult. It clearly 
depends ·on a large number of factors, many of which are peculiar to .the specific site that is selec- · 
ted. An appreciation of the complexit.yof the problem can be gained by studying recent .planning 
documents 'that discuss the feasibilit-y of large scale desalination projects ·in various parts of .the 
world (United Nat-ions 1964, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 19(:}8). Sucha study is clearly,beyond 
our capability. Howeve.r, in the present report we wish to appraise only the economics of trans
porting icebergs to suitable coastal sites. If 'this portion of the total ope bid on can be shown to be 

I ,. . 

very inexpensive relative to the price the processed water would command, then this should serve 
as an incentive for further research on the overall.problem of the development of agro-industrial 
complexes that utilize iceberg water. It should also be noted that because w~- will discuss the 
economics of iceqerg towing as if it were a wholly privately financed venture, it does not mean that 
we feel that such a case is likely. Indeed the·large amounts of land required by such a project 
would .necessitate at least partial governmental participation. However, if the venture can be 

. shown to be ·attractive ci's a private venture, it certainly should b.e 'attractive as a governmental 
. venture. 

Our IX"Oblem, therefore, amounts to estimating the operating costs of tugs that are appreciably 
··larger than those currently in existence. Let us considet first the operating cost· of the 1.56 x 

to• W super-tug that was discussed earlier (towing force 18.4 x 10' N). This ~ost consists of 
construction, crew and administration, maintenance, fuel, and interest. Fortunately~ a design ex
ercise has been completed on an arctic icebreaking ship with identical powering_ (Voelker 1972). 
The estimated construction cost (foreign) of a tug with similar--power is '$60 million. To estimate 
t-he average cost of capitalization, we will assume a 25-year life for the tug-('/25 of $60 .. million or 
$2.4 million). To this we must add interest on the unpaid balance (using the approximate cost 
during the middle year of operation) which amounts to $3 million if a 10% interest" rate is assumed. 
Therefor~ our total capitalization cost is roughly-$5.4 million/year or $14,795/day. Here we neglect 
any financial advantage that might result from a favorable tax structure for the venture. In addition 
we have a crew cost of $2.1 million/year ($5750/day), assuming a crew, of 60, and a total salary
plus-administrative cost of $35,000/crewman-year. Maintenance and repair would come to an addi
tional $1 million/year ($2740/day). · 

The principal operational expense would, of course, be fuel. If the propulsion plant is gas 
turbine, the fuel consumption can be estimated from the refation (0.24 kg of diesel oil/kWh), giving 
roughly 900,000 kg of fuel/day. Assuming a cost of $2.80/barrel (114 kg), we have an estimated . 
fuel cost of $22.1 00/~ay operating at full power. Therefore, the daily cost of the tug during towing 
is $45,400. During the return part of th.e cruise, when the tug is not towing, a great reduction in 
power is possible.· For instance if 2.6 x 107 W are utilized in open sea crusing, this corresponds 
to a ·daily fuel cost of 53680 and an op_erating cost of $27,000. ·_At a cmising spee'd of 18 knots . 
(800 km~day) the retur~ trip to the Antarctic from Australia would take 7 days and from the Atacama, 
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10 days.· The daily cost While thetugis in port or.,in a shipyard .is correspondingly $23,300. If 
we assume 10% port and shipyard time, we obtain a total yearly cost for tug operation of $15:5 mil
lion. There is no. appreciable change in this .cost between the Amery.;.Australia and·the Ross
Atacama transits . 

. A ~imilar exetd.se was ~ompieted for both a 4.5 X 107' w· tug'with an estimated ~onstruction 
cost of $17 milli~n and the tug'O~eahic whfch has' 1.1. X. 1()1 w a~d a constr~ction cost of $2.5 
million (New York Times.1969). The resulting totalcosts were $5.6 millionand $1.8 million/year 
respectively. These figutes w~re.then .used· to devel~p a 'crude curve reJati~g totaloperabonai 
cost per year to the power of the tug. 

Now we know from Figure 14 the deliveryTa~e in terms of cubic kilometers of ice per year for 
four different sized tugs. These estimates were first reduced by 10% to allow for shipyard time. 
Then. the volume of ice waseonverted to an equivalent volume of water by multiplying: by 0.85. 
Next curves were plotted for a variety of :initial iceberg widths .givin~ the delivery cost of ice, ex
pressed. in terms of the. equivalent amount of wat~r; versus the towing force (Fig. :15 and 16). In 
looking at these figures; it should be remembered that a towing· force of 1.3 x 10' N corresponds 
to the Oceanic, 6 X 10' N.to a,.tug with powering similar to the u.~; Coast Guard Icebreaker 
Polar Star which is currently tinder construction, ·and l8A X 10' N to a 1.56 .. x ~o· w super-tug. 
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Figures 15 and 16 tell us ·a:· great.deal- about the econ_omics of ·iceberg transportation. At first 
glance, delivery (~osts ·appear amazingly .low. Costs' in the range of a ·rractimi of a mill (1 mill . ~ , 
$0.001)'per cubic meter• of water are certainly competitive by any standard·even if delivered irt the 
form of ice .. · Howev~r one must realiz'ethat t~e whole range of valu~s shown in Figures 15-and 16 
is hot available.·· If the towing force is so small that only extremely low speeds can. be· achh~ved, 
the. tug wUl not be able to control the iceberg. · Thi's restriction is indicated in the figures by the 
dashed cross-curves which give the sizes of icebergs that can be towed at the specified ~teady-

. state velocities as a function of the towing force. These cross:.curves are based on. the calcula:tions 
that are· summarized in Figure 4a (i .. e. ~ form drageo~fficie'nt of. o~9 an_d an. iceberg length/width 
ratio of 4 are assumed). Therefore .only prices "above" the appropriate minimum· ·control speed 
:cross-curves can be i:eali'zed.: Clearly to minimize our.delivery costs we should "use as large a tug 
as p~ssible. This tug should then tow the ·iargest possible iceberg-at the -lowest velocity that stiil 
allows it to maintain control over the tow. We do not know what the lowest possible control velocity 
is, but its ~alue for the large, tows eon,s,idered herets.clea~ly qritica:l. For inst~nce; if we have a 
super-tug capapl_e of exerting a towing for.ce ofl8.~ X ~o· N, the delivery costs are 7 mills/m1 

of water.~fthe control velocityis 0.4 m/s and onthe order of 0.04 mill~/mJ if the velocity is 0.1 
m/s. ·_In the fol~owing di~cussion we wil! consider 0.25 m/s .(lS the iowest perrni~sible towing 
velocity. ·Therefore, using a super-tug, costs would l;>e 1..3 and).9 mills/m 3 .for water delivered as 

. ice. t()_ ~ustralia -~nd the At~cama D~~er,t, respectively., ' t. 

We' could' n·ow use the current estimated production costs of large d~-sa:lination plants as a· 
measure of the price of water [$0.19/m 3

]. This would allow us to spend ·the difference between the 
selling price and the delivery cost on ·processing the· .ice. Be_cause .our delivery, costs are less than 
2 mills 1m3

, we GOuld affort to spend up to $0.18/m3 on processing. ,As attractive as theseJigures 
are, they c.lear~y a.re -not _realistic. Although ~ater prices· under certain situatio~s may clearly 
equalor exce.ed $0.19/m• (prices are in. excess of $2.50/m,• in anumber of areas served by de-

_'salination plant!?; United .Nations 1964), such w~ter is usually utilized for municipal water 
supply or special purpose projects. From our. previous analysis, it app~_ars that iceberg towing 
as a water: .supply: mechanism becomes most attractive :when very large volumes-of ice are involved. 
That .i~ not t9 say that iceberg w':;tter. could not be use<} for mu~icipal water supply. It certainly·_ 
'could, but probably only as a small part .of an operation design-ed to supply .much .larger volumes 
of water: to an . irrigation or a large industrial coniple;x·. :We th~refore .believe that the e'conomic : 
apprctAsa:lof iceberg water should be based Of! the' price of irrigatiqn water.·. 

A realistic pi.'ic;e for:irrigation water is', in itself, difficult to-establish. This is true. even in 
areas where the utilization of irrigation water is \.Vell .developed (Clawson et al. -1969, Krous et al. 

. 1969). We could use the U.S. Federal price .goal for irrigation water produc"ed by desalination 
($0.03/m 3

). This is roughly the production· cost for surface- water, and values in this range have. 
been used -recently in planning studies (Oak Rid_ge 1 968). However, current studies suggest that' 
even· this vaiue is· high' and that a value of R mills/m 3 ·is· a much more realistic planning standard 
(Clawson et al~ ·1969). This is in tl~e range of the cost of producing gio~Iidwater from a large·, high
quality'well (Water Newsletter 1969). In short, ifwatercan be delivered af a cost of a few mills 
per m1

·, the develop!Jlent· of large ·irrigation projects :would indeed appear to be highly attractive·. 
As ha~ .been.shown, this i.s t~e case for both Western Australia and the· Atacama Desert region. In 
these· two loc'ales,one can use; respectively, six and four times the delivery. cost of the ice at the 
~oast .t_o. moor the iceberg, rAe~t·t~e'fce, and I>ump-the meltwater inlan:d.· . 

. Our. discussion of the towing problem is in most cases a "worst ease'_' a.pal.ysis.' In particular, 
we have calculated travel times andenroute melting from the edge of the Amery and Ross Ice· 
She~lve·s· ... : In·fact: the-nearest.·suitable icebergs,· aslocated by satellite; surveillance, would be 

: ut,ilized· v;ith. significant ~aviilg~ -in':d_elive·ry· costs ~ver ihose. e·stfn{~ted in .this paper. ·Available· 
in(orina'tion on iceberg·~ sightings •(Naz~rov 196.2) suggests,thar c·ost savings ·of.25% might easily be 

•'••. 
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realized. The data required to perform an analysis of this aspect of the towing problem will soon 
be available based on studies of. the imagery from the ERTS and NIMBUS-E satellites. It is also 
to be expected that by the time of pick-up, melting would have caused an appreciable reduction in 
,the form drag coeffici~nt of those "weathered" icebergs from the value of 0. 9 assumed for initial 
towing in the present paper. -These considerations suggest to us that the costs of iceberg towing 
t.o Australia and the Atacama Desert are probably lower than the values suggested here. 

PROB.LEMS RELATED TO ICEBERG TRANSPORT 

It would be easy to present a long "shopping list" here. We are certain that each reader feels 
that at least one of his pet problems has been neglected or even ignored. Jn this discussion we 
will only mention problems that we consider to be major. 

First, additional information should be collected on iceberg distribution and geometry. As. 
discussed earlier, by 1973 satellite imagery having a direct bearing on this problem should be 
available. The recently :Obtained ERTS imagery of ice in Hudson Bay and the Beaufort Sea has a 
resolution better than 100m. Complete coverage of .the Southern Ocean should soon be available 
every 18 days (weather and sunlight permitting). Field observations should also be made on the 
condition of the icebergs that are located at the more northerly latitudes. When this work is com
pleted, it should be possible to base a towing analysis on the distance from the most probabl~ 
pick-up location to the delivery site. 

The towing analysis itself could be greatly improved. First, it would be very u~eful tohave 
better form drag coefficients for Antarctic icebergs. These( values are important because they 
determine the largest iceberg that a given tug can tow at a controllable speed at pick-up. As shown, 
the size of this iceberg fixes much of the resulting economics. If these drag coefficients cannot 
be determined by direct towing because of cost, at least studies could be made with model icebergs. 
Because of the highly irregular shapes of most "Greenland'' icebergs, we doubt that data currently 
being collected on them will prove to be readily applicable to the Antarctic towing ·problem. Second
~Y, a more realistic appraisal of in-transit melting should be made. In the present treatment we 
simply calculated an average melting- rate and assumed recession of the walls. This is, of course, 
incorrect. Melting is most rapid .at the 'rront of a face and gradually decreases toward the rear. 
T~e result of this uneven melting is a rapid streamlining of the iceberg as it is towed. Not only 
should the change in shape be calculated, experimental observations should also be made so that 
these changes can be used to estimate changes in the f?rm drag coefficient as melting progresses. 
In addition a check should be made of the applicability of eq 4. Recent studies of the melting of 
the lower surface .of river ice (Ashton 1971, 1972) have shown that the ice surface does not remain 
smooth but develops a series of ripples. The presence of the rippled ice surface appears to be 
associated with an increase in both the heat transfer rate and in the flat plate drag. If a similar 
phenomenon occurs during the melting of icebergs, it d~finitely should be taken into account.-
Methods have been suggested (Hult, personal communication) that would minimize in.;transit melting 
by utili zing a plastic shield to maintaiQ a layer of cold water at the ice surface. This certainly 
is conceptually possible. However, co~sidering the ·size of.the proposed tows, such a shield, even 
if ~tilized only on_ the forward end of the iceberg, would be both costly and difficult to emplace. 
The shield would probably be ~ven more difficult to keep in :place while towing. At least the 
possibility of such a scheme should be explored, partic~larly if icebergtows to delivery sites 
nearer to or across tl:le equator are contemplated. 

Once the information discussed above is available, a revised towing calculation should be 
performed that takes these new factors into account. This improved calculation should also include 
the acceleration of the iceberg at the start of the tow and the deceleration at the end. It would, .as 
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mentioned earlier·, be nice to have. sufficiently detailed information to permit a time-dependent 
towing analysis that includes the effects of short-term meteorological and oceanographic ·events~ 
It is, however,. doubtful that such detailed information will be. available in the nei]r future. · An 

· analysis o"i existing met.eorological information should, nevertheless, be adequate to permit a crude 
~stimate of the towing time that would be l-ost as the result .of high seas: Thi~ lost. time will,· un
doubtediy' be related to,th~ size of both the tug and the tow. If ·all the above· information )cail be 
combined with a correction factor that estimates the amount. of ice that will.:probably be :lost d"uring 
a tow by the calving of fragments from the main iceberg, we would guess that the Tesult. would · 
serve as an adequate base· for an economic analysis of the towing aspect of an iceberg delivery 
system. '-- . . ·.· . 

PROC"ESSING · 

Th.e probl~m of P;r.ocess~ng the iceberg once it has been deliveted at the. coast. is clearly one 
in which a great deal of ingenuity. could .be exercised. This is· primarily an engiiieeri.ng pmblem 
that isoutside our area of expertise. We will,.however, discuss the general pr'oblerris that. can be 
anticipated. Because of t~e deep draft of most icebergs (lt their time of arrival; many operations 
will probably have to take plac~ at some distance.from the coast unless a suitable deep hiubor is 
ava_ilable. Once the iceberg is .. moored, a scheme suggested by Isaacs "(Burt 1956a) would seem to 
b~: a very attra~tive waY, to s~parate the melt~ater . .In this approach the iceberg >is snrrourid,ed by 
a floa_ting fence-like bafqe that extends some distance below sea level. The fresh meltwater 
forms ;:t stable l~y~r on_ top of the sea water .inside the baffle. Fmm there it is pumped to,a coastal 
station .. It is also p9ssib~e that_some method of quarrying the ice and moving a slmry to tl'ie coast 
could,_ be ~seful although ~his would require the processing· of ice on an unprecedented scale.· 

It should also be remembered that the total volume of water: produced by a given iceberg is 
appreciably greater than the volume of water produced by the melted ice. During the melting pmcess 
there will be a continual condensation of w~ter on the_ cold iceberg surface as .the result of the con
tact cooling of the warm, humid air at the delivery site. If an iceberg is allowed to melt. slowly, 
the amount of water that would be produced by t.his process could be very significant. This would 
be particularly true for the Atacama Desert docking site; Experimental sttidie~· have been under
taken recently at the Universidad del Norte d~ Antofagastd (United Nations 1964, p. 104-105) to 
develop methods: for collecting f~esh wat.er.·from ~he dense fogs that are for~ep every night by. the 
cool Humboldt Current. 

Irrigation w~ter can contain ~n appreciable impurity concentration .• The melted ice is, however. 
extremely pure, containing usualiy less. than 10 ppm impurities (Gow 1968) . .The meltwater can; 
therefore, be mixed wi,th sea wat~r t·o~l)~in~ the impurity ~on.centration up to the allowable· ~evel, 
thereby h1creas.ing the yolume· of watei· that can be, delivered. Irrigatiol} water containing 400. ppm 
impur'ities Js considered to be. ~.xc~llent for_ all. crops, while 900 ppm ~ater c,an be.tolerated by 
most crops, (cOmi?~tr<lble to the salinity of the water in the lower. reaches of the Colorado River). 
A few crops such as cotton ca~ be raised even with impurity l~vels as high as 1500 ppm (Krous 
et al. 196~). To achie.ve th~se concentration levels).1, ,2.6 ~ncl 4.5'?·;~ (byvolume) sea water can 
be added· to .the meitwate.r: 1'here wiU, -of cqurse, also be water losses during the, melting process· . 

. - • ·' -.. ! 

These are difficult t.o estim~t.e because they depend on the details of how the icel)erg is handled.· 
a-matter which is at present not re~olved. Therefore, we will neglect the .water additions and 
assume that they will roughly balance~ the water losses. 

. ~· 
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One ·other aspect of the processing· of the 'ice. should be remembered; ·Regardless of 'the en-·· 
gineering details, the iceberg during· processing serves as an extremely large heat sink.· The' ice
berg towing .scheme could, therefore,· be most 'favorably ·coupled with a major power .generation prO
ject .. The thermal pollution assoCiated with ·the power generation would then become a valuable 
asset in the conversion of ice to water.· Such a· combined major nuclear energy center with· associated 

- industriat'.and agro-industrial c-omplexes has been discussed by the Oak Ridge ·National Laboratory 
(1968) in conjunction with the desalination of sea water. Based on the present study/ it would 
appear that .the deyelopment of such a complex in association· with an iceberg transportation scheme 
could 'have great economic as well ~s environmental advantages. 

· At the present we do not see any major engiheering ·obstacles to processing icebergs that could 
not be overcome with existing technology.· We would g~ess that it would be a rare e.ngineer who 
would not consider the design of an iceberg processing facility, within the. economic constraints· 
that we have outlined, to be an interesting problem indeed. 

The environmental e.ffects of an iceberg towing program should also be -investigated. Although 
the in-transit effects· would. be expected to be minimal, the icebergs would definitely cause localized 
thermal pollution with an associated d~op in the s~a temperature near the delivery site. In addition 
there would be a decrea.se in the salinity of the sea water as the· result of the mixing of "escaped" 
fresh water during.-the melting process. There is ci.lso the possibility of changes. in the local climate 
in the vicinity of the moored icebergs, for instance the increased occurrence of Jog and rain. ·It is 
difficult to quantitatively analyze these changes. However, we do not believe that they would prove· 
to be major problems. The undesirable envir<;>nmental effects ~pon the marine biota associated 
with a drop in the sea or air temperature below normal values would probably be less than what· 
could be expected from a similar rise in temp.er~tures above-the normaL There would, however,· 
undoubtedly be significant local.chariges in·the marine life around the delivery site. If.a near 
steady-state temperature and salinity are developed in the vicinity of the delivery s'ite,. a new eco
system would d~velop that might be more ~iologically productive. 

CONCLUSION 

· ·w·e would like to stress that we in no way feel that the present study is an ·adequate look at 
the "iceberg problem." It "is merely a first approximation ·of a quantitative assessment of the 
availability and tran·sportation aspects of the_-problem: Unless our a~alysis is grossly in error, the 
results of this PQrtion of the study ·are very exciting. The possibility of delivering ice to coastal 
sites in Australia and western South America for costs of afew mills per cubic nieter is certainly 
sufficient motivation to -explore the problem in considerably more detail. We have also tried to 
outline where research is needed and what aspects of the problem should be considered next. In 
addition, we :have discussed some approache~ that have.been s·uggested for processing the iceberg 
once it has reached the coastal site. Although there are a nunlber of major engineering problems 
that must be overcome, it is our impression that they are within the reach of existing technology. 
The problems are, however, sufficiently varied (oceanography, meteorology, glaciology, fluid 
mechanics, naval architecture, marine biology, agricultur~. economic~?) that an adequate appraisal 
of the problem js beyond the capability of a few individuals or even· one major research -group. We 
hope that our efforts on this subject' Will interest other specialists in giving the problem the de
tailed analysis that it appears to merit. 

' . 

If our preliminary appraisal is approximateiy co~rect, the development bf an operational Ice
berg transportation scheme offers the pOssibility of efficiently utilizing some arid coastal areas in 
the Southern- Hemisphere for large-scale agriculture and perhaps for l~·uge agro-industriarcomplexes. 

...-::·· 
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The amount of land that could be .pl_aced under: irrigation is'very Jarge .. For _instance if only one 
supe-r-tug (18.4 x -i'o• N} delivers. ice t9 :W_es.tern Aus.tralia·: the s_teady-state- amount of melted . 
wate~J::: 12 x 10' m~ of water per. ;~a~)··~o~ld irrig~t~ o~er-16. x '103 km~- .of land. 1'his-corresponds 
to- a _squa.fe -fielql26 km op a_ side. ,Thi~ as~mrnes .that 0.76 ,m:a of ~a~er is requ,ired per m2 :of land 
(Todd __ 1970}. The amount of water (12, X _10'' m1)js roughly four times-the amount provideq by the 
Snowy Mouqtains: Project (Overman·! 969)-and ca_n pe increased: to virtually any-larger .amount_simply 
by con~tructing more tugs. - . - . . '· . . - ' " . . . < . • 

;·The best aspect of the. scheme discussed in.the present paper is that ·its.principal resource;: 
the ice bergs, are currently being compJetely wasted as regards man's needs. ··The·y calve from· the 
Antarctic ice. shelves and slowly drift in the Southern_ Ocean until they eventual(y melt. The ·towing 
.propo~~.isimplyutilizes ~mall amounts of power t~ break ~elected iceberg~ thrhugh, the ''barrier" 
ofthe Antarctic convergence-~d deliver them to points where large volumes of fresh. water are 
needed .. · There, -the wate~, ~fter be1tig utUized for irrig-~tion .· eventua;lly re.tu~ns to '.the ~ea./ The 
end result is the same; only the path is different. We would guess that the potential rewards to 
man·ofth~ more tortuom:i' path will prove to be' well worth the additional enetgy' expeQ.diture' ~ot 

· only in terms of increased. food production but as' a- more ecologically sound wey of alleviating 
water scarcity than: the more frequently mentioned sea'wat'er desalination techniques with their re
sultant great positive ther~al pollution. Indeed, icebel'g towing in tempe_ rate and subtropical waters 
may help fo counter the increasing warming· of su~face watets 'due to man;s energy pr~duction. 
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